SAP

Call Center Aims at Great
Customer Experience,
Rapid Lead Forwarding
Quick facts

“With SAP Business Communications
Management, we were able to identify
and route 15% more leads for sales. As
a result, we reduced queue times from
45 to 28 seconds in the first week. And
we did this without extra headcount.”
David Haslam, Director of Inbound Marketing and
Customer Care, SAP AG

Company
•	Name: SAP AG
• Headquarters: Walldorf, Germany
•	Industry: High tech – software providers
•	Products and services: IT and related
services
•	Revenue: €12.4 billion
•	Employees: 53,000
•	Web site: www.sap.com
•	Implementation partner: None
Challenges and Opportunities
• Create a great first impression of SAP via
contact center agents
•	Enhance the customer experience
•	Increase lead velocity
•	Automate contact-center tools for agents
Objectives
Integrate computer and telephony systems
for a richer, faster inbound call center
experience
SAP® Solutions and Services
•	SAP® Business Communications
Management software
•	SAP BusinessObjects™ portfolio of solutions
•	SAP StreamWork™ application
Implementation Highlights
• Collaborative teamwork
•	SAP product team assistance
• Quick 3-month implementation and integration with the SAP Customer Relationship
Management (SAP CRM) application

SAP Customer Success Story
High Tech

Why SAP
•	Superior call-agent interface
• Flexible administrative tools
•	Strategy to use own software where
applicable
• Good integration between SAP and
non-SAP applications, including Verint
software
Benefits
•	Reduced queue times from 45 to
28 seconds in 1 week
•	Enabled contact center to identify and
route 15% more leads for sales
•	Met service-level agreement for a 2-hour
response to e-mails
•	Enabled rapid routing of callers to the right
product specialist
Existing Environment
•	SAP CRM
•	Legacy call-management system
Third-Party Integration
•	Database: Microsoft SQL Server
• Hardware: HP
•	Operating system: Microsoft Windows

SAP AG operates under the assumption that you may never get
a second chance to make a good impression. When someone
contacts the company for the first time – or second, or third, or
any time – SAP wants that person to have a great experience.
That’s why it powers its customer contact center with SAP®
Business Communications Management software, which is linked
with an existing installation of the SAP Customer Relationship
Management (SAP CRM) application.
Sales prospects or existing customers
calling SAP indicate their interest by responding to prompts from an integrated
voice response (IVR) menu, powered
by SAP Business Communications
Management. When they make their
selection, SAP agents click a box on
their SAP CRM screen to pick up the
call. The SAP solution immediately
populates a window on the agent’s
screen with the originating number
of the customer. Any preexisting information associated with that caller –
including prior activities and outstanding issues – is automatically brought
up for the agent to view.
SAP also uses Verint software in conjunction with SAP CRM, which allows
management to observe agents’ interactions with customers during calls.
David Haslam, director of inbound
marketing and customer care at SAP,
explains, “Verint allows us to record all
conversations for call quality purposes
and to determine agent training needs.
And because we can use it to capture
video of the agents’ computer monitors

during conversations, we can identify
those instances where our applications
aren’t fully meeting the real-time needs
of our agents.”

Half of All Callers Are Prospects
Prospects make up almost half of the
people connecting with the SAP contact
center. The inbound phone number or
Web site marker indicates if they are
responding to a specific marketing
campaign or e-mailing from a certain
Web page. The agents, trained to discuss software offerings and business
value with callers, can pull up campaign
descriptions and scripted “talk tracks.”
After a brief discussion to capture the
caller’s business case, the agent routes
the prospect to the right sales specialist.
Agents enter final call notes and “wrapup” codes, documenting company size,
product interest, country, action taken,
and so on. All contacts that are not
leads are managed as customer-care
inquiries; agents seek first-contact resolution or work with other departments
to resolve issues quickly.

“With SAP Business Communications
Management, we were able to identify
and route 15% more leads for sales.
As a result, we reduced queue times
from 45 to 28 seconds in the first
week,” says Haslam. “And we did this
without extra headcount.” At SAP, this
gain is expected to continue. Comments Haslam, “Agents tell me we’ve
reduced their workload, because so
much information is automatically populated for each contact. If somebody
fills out a Web site form, we respond
within two hours, which is our servicelevel agreement for e-mails. We’ve had
third parties test us against Oracle and
Microsoft; our responsiveness level is
higher for calls and e-mails.”
The customer contact center also benefits from business intelligence – courtesy of the SAP BusinessObjects™
portfolio of solutions. “New data is
available in the reporting database
within two hours; ad hoc reports can
be created within a few minutes,”
Haslam says. “I use these reports to
give daily feedback to campaign managers, so they can make tactical changes
if needed. The campaign managers
are now able to see, for example, how
many leads are generated and ultimately
how much revenue was produced from
each campaign.”

More Interaction with Customers
The company’s Vancouver, Canada–
based customer contact center, one
of the first locations in a global rollout,
was previously using SAP CRM and a
legacy call-management system. SAP

“We looked at upgrading the legacy system, but we thought the agent
interface in SAP Business Communications Management was superior.
It displayed a lot of information that agents didn’t have before.”

David Haslam, Director of Inbound Marketing and Customer Care, SAP AG

had also outsourced a number of
centers. “There is an initiative to
bring some contact centers in-house,”
Haslam says. “We wanted to increase
the interactions we have with customers.
To do that, we needed a sophisticated
call system.”
SAP didn’t just automatically choose
its own product. “Of course, there’s
a desire to use your own products
wherever possible, but SAP always
measures its tools against other companies’ products,” Haslam says. “We
looked at upgrading the legacy system,
but we thought the agent interface in
SAP Business Communications Management was superior. It displayed a
lot of information that agents didn’t
have before.”

Native integration with SAP CRM
was also a selection criterion. SAP
had been looking for ways to handle
more calls and contacts and provide
better customer service without adding
agents. “The integration between SAP
Business Communications Management
and SAP CRM removes a number of
steps required to log an activity,”
Haslam says. “This makes our agents
more efficient and reduces our costs.”

Fast Rollout, Minimal Issues
SAP Business Communications Management supports multichannel contact
centers and contact-intensive, multisite
organizations. It replaces traditional
communications systems hardware
with a software-based IP telephony

“The integration between SAP Business Communications Management and
SAP CRM removes a number of steps required to log an activity. This makes
our agents more efficient and reduces our costs.”
David Haslam, Director of Inbound Marketing and Customer Care, SAP AG

SAP Business Communications Management also had a richer administrative interface, permitting more flexibility.
Previously, it required a consulting engagement with a programmer versed
in a proprietary 4GL language to make
a change to the queue system. Says
Haslam, “It was costing us US$8,000
to $10,000 per change and took weeks.
Now I can post a new recording or
change a call flow within hours.”

solution that can help make interactions
with customers and partners more effective. Intelligent routing ensures that
customers reach the right people within
an organization – people with the skills
to best address customer needs. Unified
queuing, prioritizing, and routing of
contacts, no matter their format – telephone, e-mail, fax, voice mail, text
messaging, and the Web – ensures
a smooth, consistent experience.

SAP implemented SAP Business Communications Management in three
months and then integrated it with
SAP CRM. The contact center relied
on internal resources during the project; it also drew on the SAP Business
Communications Management product
team. Haslam reports that the stabilization phase, where a company usually
expects glitches, went very smoothly.
“We were able to troubleshoot issues
quickly,” he says.

On-Demand Collaboration Tool
That’s partially because SAP used its
own SAP StreamWork™ application to
manage testing. SAP StreamWork is
an on-demand, collaborative decisionmaking software solution – the latest
SAP product aimed at transforming
the way people work. When you use
e-mail, collaboration products, business
systems, and Web applications, work
often becomes chaotic and hard to
follow, hindering clear decisions. SAP
StreamWork brings together people,
information, and proven business methodologies to help teams naturally and
fluidly work toward their goals. Teams
can assess situations together, develop
strategies, and make clear decisions,
with a full record of what transpired.
“This has been a fantastic tool,” Haslam
says. “I also have to commend the
project team, as it has been absolutely
dedicated to getting us live. The SAP
Business Communications Management
people in Finland and Belgium, and the
SAP CRM folks in North America and

www.sap.com /contactsap

Germany, have been fantastic in responding so quickly. I’m always impressed with
how our European colleagues seem to
have no problem getting up in the
middle of the night to make sure that
we’re running in the middle of our day.”

time with customers to qualify leads,
and resolve customer issues more
quickly. We want to overcome the
perception of SAP being a massive
company by demonstrating exemplary
responsiveness.”

Additional Rollouts, Continuous
Improvement

SAP has a clear vision of the customer
interaction it wants. “We envision a
scenario where we identify the contact
person’s needs, enter and track the information, and quantify the interaction,”
Haslam says. “At the same time, we
want to log the lead, identify the appropriate sales rep, see if that individual is
at his or her desk, and conference the
rep in. This gives us lead velocity and
helps ensure a very positive customer
experience.”

SAP next plans to roll out the solution
to customer contact centers in Toronto;
Newtown Square, Pennsylvania; and
Scottsdale, Arizona. It is also looking
to onboard Asian and European contact
centers with the same global deployment
of SAP Business Communications
Management. The company also keeps
improving what it’s done in the Vancouver demand-generation hub, where
11 contact center agents rely on the
solution to handle around 2,000 weekly
calls and e-mails. SAP Business Communications Management speeds the
process up through its “virtual contact
center” approach. (It even enabled the
Vancouver agents to work from home
during the Olympic Games.)
“Next, we want to look at our SAP
CRM workflows,” Haslam says. “Some
activities take two minutes; we want to
streamline that to 45 seconds. Through
efficiencies like that, we can handle
more volume, spend more phone

It also makes the right impression.
“The inbound contact center is often
the first interaction customers have
with SAP,” says Haslam. “Customers
are going to have preconceived notions
about SAP – and confirm or reject
those opinions based on their interaction
with us. We want them to connect
quickly to a knowledgeable agent who
can conduct an intelligent discussion
around their business issues and longterm objectives. And then we want to
get each prospect routed quickly and
smoothly to the right product specialist.”
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